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With the rapid development of Internet technology, information technology has 
been the trend of world economy and social development. How to make the 
government authorities in the foreign office timely, convenient transport documents, 
how to deal with the transport document efficient, accurate, and how to provide 
support to the relevant government departments of the decision-making and office 
facilities, has become a major problem nowadays. 
A set of Collaborative Office Automation System has been Designed and 
implemented, based on the .Net three layers architecture, Web Service and database 
Microsoft SQL Server2005 . In this paper, the Design and implementation work of 
Received Dispatches SubSystem is mainly responsible, and the main research 
contents are as follows: 
A Collaborative Office Automation System has been Designed and implemented. 
It contains login authentication, registration received dispatches, check the received 
dispatches, sign the received dispatches, agent setting, agency received dispatches, 
received dispatches handle and feedback, filing received dispatches and user 
management these nine key function modules. It solves some complex problem for 
the government departments,such as remote office difficult, document treatment slow 
and received dispatches treatment procedures complicated. 
According to the waterfall model of software engineering theory for the Design 
of the main line, the System framework requirement, function requirement, 
nonfunction requirement, System Design, function Design and database Design are 
introduced detailedly. The codes of login authentication, registration received 
dispatches, check the received dispatches, sign the received dispatches, agent setting, 
agency received dispatches, received dispatches handle and feedback, filing received 
dispatches and user management these nine key function modules are provided, and 
their function and performance have been tested. 
After the implementation of this project, the Received Dispatches SubSystem of 
















solves the complex problem such as remote office difficult, document treatment slow 
and received dispatches treatment procedures complicated for the government 
departments. 
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